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ABSTRACT

Internet communications in general and the World-Wid
Web specifically are revolutionizing the computer industr
Today, the Web is full of important documents and cleve
applets. Java applets and servlets are beginning to app
that provide useful and even mission critical application
From the perspective of simulation, a future Web will b
full of simulation models and large amounts of simulation
generated data. Many of the models will include tw
or three dimensional animation as well as virtual realit
Others will allow human interaction with simulation model
to control or influence their execution no matter where th
user is located in the world. Analysis of data from Web
based simulations involves greater degrees of freedom th
traditional simulations. The number of simulation mode
available and the amount of simulation data are likely
be much greater. In order to assure the quality of da
the execution of models under a variety of scenarios sho
be well managed. Since the user community will als
be larger, quality assurance should be delegated to age
responsible for defining scenarios and executing mode
A major element of simulation analysis is the analysis
output data, which manages the execution of simulati
models, in order to obtain statistical data of acceptab
quality. Such data may be used to predict the performan
of a single system, or to compare the performance of two
more alternative system designs using a single or multip
performance measures.

1 INTRODUCTION

If a Web-based simulation model is to be put to practic
use to evaluate system performance and allow a decis
maker to evaluate system performance and/or select fr
among alternative decision, then it must include softwa
and be implemented in a way that lets the user quickly defi
scenarios or collections of scenarios, specify experimen
designs and performance measures to be evaluated, run
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simulations, store the output data, apply appropriate metho
to statistically analyze the output data (i.e., compute bo
parameter estimates and measures of sampling error),
present the results of the data analysis. That is, the We
based simulation needs to include tools that let the user defi
and control simulation runs interactively. The purpose o
this paper is to present a design for scenario managem
in Web-based simulation that is expected to achieve the
objectives. The simulation is assumed to be correct for t
intended system, so this paper does not consider proble
with simulation verification.

As a typical example, consider a model of a hosp
tal emergency room. The decision maker might wish
determine appropriate staff levels (numbers of doctors a
nurses) and resource levels (beds) to keep mean pat
waiting times below a given maximum acceptable level. I
order to do this, scenarios consisting of combinations
1, 2, 3 and 4 doctors, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 nurses, and
values between 11 and 20 beds are specified. The to
number of scenarios is 240 in this case. For each scena
a simulation run is defined which uses all system param
eters including a specific combination of doctors, nurs
and beds, as input. For each scenario, a simulation r
consisting of 100 replications of 15 weeks duration is spe
ified. The data produced by each replication consists of t
mean waiting time for all patients during the last 10 week
of the replication. The first five weeks are the warm-u
period, so the waiting times produced during this perio
will be discarded. When the replications are run, they w
be distributed among a collection of computers on the We
Data will be collected in a database and used to compu
a confidence interval for the mean waiting time for eac
scenario.

Once the confidence intervals for all 240 scenarios a
computed, the user will use a graphical tool to display the
and select all scenarios for which the mean waiting tim
is significantly below the specified limit. Depending upo
the results of this set of runs, the user might want to defi
further collections of scenarios and make additional ru
0
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to refine the search for an optimal configuration for t
emergency room. It might be the case that runs for so
scenarios have already been made and output data are s
in a database, so these runs will not need to be execu
and the new runs can be merged with the existing runs

Additionally, the analyst could find that several desig
are equivalent with respect to the mean waiting time,
she might wish to reevaluate these runs using a differ
performance measure or by extending the run lengths to
more precise estimates. This could require additional ru
depending upon whether appropriate data had already b
collected for evaluation of the new performance measu

Thus, a scenario manager needs to provide a flex
interface with the simulation model, data sources (typica
databases), and the user. It is through this interface that
user is able to implement the model as a decision supp
system.

For the purposes of this paper, a scenario will
defined to be a single simulation run utilizing a speci
set of inputs that represent a specific system configura
along with specific decisions and policies relating to t
system, and produces a set of output data that can
used to compute point and interval estimates for a gro
of performance measures. A particular application of t
model may consist of a large number of scenarios that w
be searched to find the best performing decision(s).

In section 2, some issues relating to input and outp
data are discussed. Section 3 outlines the requirements
simulation output analysis and puts them in the cont
of Web-based simulation. Section 4 discusses Web-ba
model federates. Section 5 presents a design for a scen
manager and its integration into Web-based simulation.
summary and conclusions is contained in section 6.

2 WEB-BASED SIMULATION DATA

Any simulation program must deal with two types of dat
input data and output data. Input data consists of all val
that must be supplied to the simulation program in ord
for the model to be fully specified and the program to r
correctly. Examples of input data for the emergency roo
model referred to in Section 1 are the hourly arrival rates
patients, the numbers of beds and the schedule giving
number of doctors working on each shift during the wee
For a so-called trace driven simulation, the input data mi
also include the actual interarrival times and service tim
for a particular period of operation for the real system. Inp
data should also include all initial random number seeds
the user can have complete control over the running of
model.

Since realistic simulations require large numbers
input parameters, input parameter values need to be st
in a database, and the simulation will need to be able
access the database to retrieve these values. It should
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be noted that the collection of input data parameters defin
the scenario. Thus, when defining a scenario, the input d
should be linked to the scenario definition.

Output data is the data produced by the simulatio
as it is running. Of course, these are the observatio
of variables measuring system behavior that are used
compute estimates of system performance measures.
real simulations, one usually records observations on ma
variables when the simulation is running, as opposed to ju
one or two variables. Thus, a simulation can produce
enormous amount of data. Even though data storage is v
inexpensive, it often does not make sense to store the r
data, though this should always be kept as an option. Giv
all of the inputs, including the initial random number seed
the output data can always be recreated by rerunning
simulation. This can be more or less expensive than stori
the data, depending upon the complexity of the simulatio

The decision about what summary statistics to sto
is intimately related to the experimental design and th
parameters to be estimated. Normally, aggregated valu
or summary statistics for output data would be stored. F
example, if 100 replications of a model will be run, the
sample means for each variable in each replication wou
be stored. If the objective is to estimate the mean, this da
would be sufficient, and this approach would greatly redu
the amount of storage needed. It should be noted, howev
that if the objective is to estimate the 95th percentile o
the distribution of the variable recorded, then the samp
mean is not sufficient, and some other statistic, such as
sample 95th percentile of the observations collected in ea
replication would need to be stored.

2.1 Data Access

Both input data and output data will normally be stored o
a Web-enabled database, so that the simulation can acc
the data from any workstation on the Web that has th
appropriate permission. The input data must be stored w
read and write permission enabled, since the specificat
of a scenario would begin with a particular base set of inp
parameters, and then would modify some of the paramet
to define the scenario. Indeed, a more efficient way
storing a scenario or group of scenarios is to reference
complete set of input parameters, then apply a "differen
list" that specifies the parameters that are to be chang
and the new values of these parameters.

In contrast to input data, simulation output data shou
be stored in a read-only mode, since the only generator
this data is the simulation program. In particular, one of th
security issues in a Web-based simulation is the integr
of the output data database. As mentioned earlier, ea
output data record must reference its associated input d
to completely specify the scenario.
1
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2.2 Data Generation

A scenario manager should be able to handle a large num
of simulation runs. It could be the case that some runs ha
already been made and the results, i.e., output data, ex
in a database. In this case, the scenario manager sho
be able to query the database and eliminate those runs t
exist on the database. When the runs are being made, th
will typically be distributed among a number of nodes on
the Web. Thus, the scenario manager or some other ag
will need to monitor the generation of output data and sto
it on the database as runs are completed.

2.3 Data Quality

Potential problems exist regarding the quality of both inpu
data and output data. For input data, quality degradatio
can result from the data being old, or from the data bein
incomplete or having been edited and changed. The ha
ware and software used to store the data are assumed to
reliable. Obviously, all necessary safeguards need to be
place to prohibit the corruption of the data. To assure an
maintain the quality of the data, the following facilities are
recommended:

• A means to automatically record dates and
times the data were originally stored.

• A means to automatically record dates and
times the data were edited.

• A procedure to check the input data for com-
pleteness and consistency.

The first two facilities are very similar to a revision
control system, and can easily be constructed to impleme
a versioning system for input data. When edits are made
the data, the option can be provided to keep the older versi
and store the newer version of the data as a new scena
The last item is specific to the input data. For example,
the model is a queueing system with three servers, and ea
server’s service time distribution has a normal distributio
with its own mean and variance (truncated at zero, sinc
service times cannot be negative), then the input data sho
contain three means and three variances, and the means
variances should all be positive numerical values. To hand
this, the model would have to provide a set of rules for th
input parameters, and the model agent would have to u
these rules to determine if a particular set of input data
complete and consistent.

Since the output data is generated by the simulation a
cannot (or should not) be modified by any other agent, th
only source of quality problems in the output data come
from transmission errors and corruption of stored data o
the database. These problems are handled by the Inter
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protocols used to transmit the data and the security a
reliability provisions for the database.

3 SIMULATION OUTPUT DATA ANALYSIS

There are many techniques for the analysis of simulati
output. The particular technique used depends upon (1)
nature of the data produced by the model, (2) the paramete
to be estimated, and (3) the experimental design used
the simulation runs. This section will present a taxonom
of data analysis techniques to provide a framework f
designing scenario agents, model agents and Web-ba
simulation systems to handle this array of possibilities. F
a more in-depth discussion of simulation output analys
methods, see (Alexpoulos and Seila 1998a) or (Alexpou
and Seila 1998b).

3.1 Finite Horizon Simulations

If a simulation is designed to stop when a specified eve
or condition occurs, it is called a finite horizon simulation
Usually, these models represent nonstationary systems
cannot run indefinitely without becoming unstable or sto
ping. An example is an overloaded queueing system, wh
the length of the queue continues increasing indefinitely
the system runs. Data from finite horizon simulations mu
be collected by running independent replications, and co
puting one or more summary statistics from each replicatio
If the parameter to be estimated is the mean value of a v
able, such as the mean cost before termination, then on e
replication, that variable is observed and recorded. Thus,
data produced by a finite horizon simulation is a sequen
of independent observations recorded from each replicati
Statistical techniques appropriate for independent, iden
cally distributed observations are used to compute po
estimates and confidence intervals.

3.2 Infinite Horizon

An infinite horizon simulation consists of a model of
stationary system that can conceptually run for an indefinite
long time. Examples are a stationary queueing system
which the traffic being offered to the servers is less th
the servers’ capacity, and a stationary inventory syst
in which the inventory is periodically replenished. Wit
infinite horizon simulations, the output data is asymptotica
stationary, possibly with cyclical properties, meaning th
if the simulation runs long enough, the distribution of th
output data will eventually converge to a distribution th
is independent of the initial state of the system when t
simulation was begun. Data with these characteristics
somewhat more difficult to analyze than observations fro
independent replications because the analysis must iden
an appropriate truncation point in the output process wh
2
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the influence of the initial conditions is no longer presen
and the autocorrelation among the observations must
dealt with. The presence of autocorrelation means th
alternative statistical techniques must be used to comp
confidence intervals for the parameters to be estimated

A number of techniques are available for determinin
the truncation point. Unfortunately, there are none that a
or can be fully automated and also are universally accep
as being reliable. As a result, it is a good idea to eith
use estimation techniques that are robust with respect to
truncation point, or to keep the transient data, i.e., all da
from the start of the simulation runs, on the database so
user can participate in selecting the truncation point. O
method that has been widely promoted is Welch’s meth
(Welch 1981). This method, which should be applied to
set of preliminary simulation runs, allows the user to displa
a graph showing how the mean of the variable of intere
converges to the stationary mean.

The techniques for estimating the mean of a statio
ary output process (with the initial transient observatio
removed) include batch means, independent replicatio
regeneration cycles, standardized time series and spec
estimation. In fact, often these techniques are used
combination. For example, batch means can be compu
within independent replications or data can be batched
fore applying standardized time series. Techniques are a
available for estimating probabilities and quantiles fro
stationary output processes. Computational details of th
methods are available in (Alexpoulos and Seila 1998b) a
the references therein.

The batch means method has received a lot of atte
tion from researchers in simulation output analysis over t
past twenty-five years, and is generally accepted as bein
robust and reliable method to compute confidence interv
for the mean of a stationary output process. For the ba
means method, one organizes a single long simulation
into batches, computes the mean of each batch, and t
applies computational methods designed for independ
observations to these batch means. Theory says tha
the batch size is large enough, then the batch means
be approximately uncorrelated. Fishman (Fishman 197
proposed using an hypothesis test to determine if a se
batch means are significantly autocorrelated, and propo
a sequential procedure for increasing the batch size
til there was no strong evidence of autocorrelation amo
batch means. (Fishman and Yarberry 1997) have dev
oped dynamic procedures for increasing the batch size
increasing the number of batches as more data becom
available.

3.3 Sequential Methods

Sequential methods are available for estimating paramet
These methods, which aim to generate data until a p
1433
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specified confidence interval width or statistical precisio
is achieved, work in an iterative manner by generation o
or more observations, computing a test statistic, decidi
whether to generate more data or not, and finally, comp
ing the confidence interval. Sequential methods are easy
automate with simulations since the data are generated b
simulation program. However, they require a fundamenta
different relationship between the user and the simulati
model. With fixed sample size methods, all estimation com
putations are performed after the last simulation run. Wi
sequential methods, some computations are done during
run and the decision to stop the run depends upon the res
of these computations.

Output analysis has been discussed in the context
parameter estimation and decision making. However, outp
analysis is also an integral part of the system validatio
process, in which data from the simulation is compared
data from the real system and a conclusion is drawn
to whether the model is an adequate representation of
real system. In this case, output data must be collect
and analyzed, but also the analyst must have access t
database of data from the real system. This data is not in
data, but measurements on “output variables,” i.e., variab
that measure system performance, such as waiting times
queue lengths.

3.4 Multivariate Methods and Graphical Presentations

Output analysis generally doesn’t stop with confidence i
tervals for a single parameter. Usually, multiple paramete
are estimated and simultaneous confidence intervals
computed. Simultaneous confidence intervals are a set
confidence intervals which include all parameters with
given probability. A number of multivariate techniques ar
available for computing simultaneous confidence interva
Analysts also have the need to examine relationships b
tween variables in simulations by fitting statistical models
the output data. Such a model is often called a metamod
These models frequently take the form of regression mod
where one performance measure is expressed as a linea
nonlinear function of input parameters.

Graphical displays are an indispensable part of outp
analysis, both for summarizing the results of single an
multiple scenarios, and for examining the characteristi
within individual simulation runs or scenarios. For example
to display the results of multiple scenarios, one might use
graph to show the relationship between mean patient waiti
time and the number of doctors on duty in an emergen
room. Or, within a single simulation run, one might displa
the p-values of von Neumann’s test for serial correlation
judge how well the batch size was chosen.

Given the requirements of the output analysis metho
and adding the environment of Web-based simulation,
seems clear that the design of a system to provide out
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analysis is challenging. The simulation runs can be done o
multiple nodes, so data must be collected and coordinate
from multiple locations. The actual simulation model could
be obtained on the Web, so the user may not be familia
with the details of the model. Users of the output analysis
can also be distributed, so the application of output analysi
methods and the display of results also must be coordinated

4 MODEL FEDERATES

Since the simulation will be Web-based, a model can ac
tually consist of a collection of models distributed on the
Web. For example, consider once again the emergency room
model. It could consist of a model representing arrivals
to the emergency room from various sources, a model o
emergency room operations, and models of lab operation
and x-ray department services. These models could b
stored on different nodes on the Web, but collected and
run on a single computer, or the runs themselves could
be distributed. Models can communicate with one anothe
using standard Web protocols. Normally, one would expec
the relationships and dependencies between model comp
nents to be loose because communication over the Web
currently much slower than communication within a single
node. Thus, simulation runs would be unacceptably slow
if communication between nodes is a significant part of the
model run.

The model includes the actual simulation code, but it
also must include an interface to access and input the mode
parameters, and specify what variables are to be observe
and recorded during the simulation run. This object is
supplied to the scenario agent by the model agent so th
user can specify the input parameters for a specific run o
set of runs. This interface should also provide any other
model specifics that might be used in output analysis. Fo
example, if the model has a natural cycle of a week, then
the model should be run for a number of weeks and the
data should be collected in units of weeks.

5 PROVIDING AND CONTROLLING DATA
THROUGH AGENTS

The JSIM project (Nair et al. 1996; Miller et al. 1997; Miller
et al. 1998; Miller et al. 1999) includes output analysis
as part of a Web-based simulation modeling system. The
system in general consists simulation models implemented a
Java Beans and executed within an environment consisting o
specialized agents. Each of the agents are also implemente
as Java Beans. Figure 1 shows a schematic depicting th
relationship between these components (beans).

The function and purpose of each type of agent is
defined in Table 1.

Each of the five agent packages (jmodel , jrun , jquery ,
jview andjqds ) is briefly discussed in the subsections be-
1434
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jqueryjrunjmodel

Databases

Browsing Agent

Analysis Agent

jview

QDS Agent

Synthesis Agent

Design Agent

VIEWSTOREEXECUTEDESIGN

Model Repositories

DBQuery Agent

Model Agent

ERoomFoodCourtBank

Scenario Agent

DBUpdate Agent

Figure 1:  JSIM Schematic Diagram

Table 1:  JSIM’s Agents
Agent Expertise

Design Visually designing simulation models.
Synthesis Composing model federations.
Model Managing model execution.
Scenario Running federations under scenarios.
DBUpdate Updating databases.
DBQuery Querying databases.
Browsing Browsing databases and repositories.
Analysis Analyzing/visualizing results.
QDS Automating simulation and modeling.

low. Since this paper is focused on generating, analyzing an
viewing simulation data, only thejrun and jview pack-
ages will be discussed in detail (see Miller et al. 1999) for a
discussion of other packages).

5.1 Design Agents

The jmodel package contains agents (beans) for design
ing and synthesizing models and model federations. These
agents facilitate rapid visual design of simulation models
Since these agents are only concerned with developing an
verifying models, and not with actually executing the mod-
els in production runs, they do not need to communicate with
any agents other than the QDS agent.

5.2 Execution Agents

The other agents in Figure 1 are concerned with creatin
scenarios, running the simulations, storing the results an
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analyzing the data produced. That is, the rest of the age
are concerned with utilizing the simulation as a decisi
support system. Thejrun package contains agents (bean
to control the execution of models and model federatio

5.2.1 Model Agents

A model agent provides the interface between the model
all other agents in the system. Thus, the model must only
concerned with communication with the model agent, a
the model agent then can provide the necessary informa
to the other agents. For example, the model agent
get the input parameter dialog from the model, and pas
on to the scenario agent so it can be displayed and in
data provided by the user. The model agent manages
monitors the execution of the model and is responsible
stopping the model. It can also query the model about
types of output analysis that are appropriate for the out
data, and can provide this information to the user. Thus
the model is not stationary, only independent replicatio
can be run and it does not make sense to specify that ou
be batched. Output data is transmitted to the model ag
who then passes it to the database agent to be store
the database. It is also the model agent’s responsibility
associate a particular set of input data with the output d
to fully specify the scenario to the database agent.

5.2.2 Scenario Agents

A scenario agent provides a high-level graphical user int
face (GUI) allowing a user to define a scenario under wh
to run a model or model federation. Thus, the scena
agent allows the user to (1) specify a collection of inp
parameters to define a scenario, (2) specify a collection
variables on which to collect observations, (3) provide t
experimental design, i.e., how many replications to run, h
many batches per replication, etc., (4) provide additio
scenario identification such as a descriptive phrase for
scenario, and (5) present any other objects that are prov
by the model through the model agent. An example
the last item is an animation that the model might provi
while the simulation is running, although normally anim
tions are not made on production runs. The scenario ag
must interface with the database agent to store the in
parameters and descriptive data for each scenario.

5.3 Storage Agents

The jquery package contains agents (beans) that ma
it easy for other agents to access a variety of databa
The database agents (DBUpdate and DBQuery) facilit
communication between the model agent, scenario age
output analysis agents and the databases. Such an agen
query the database of simulation results to see if any spec
143
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scenarios exist in a database and if not, provide a list
scenarios that do exist. It can also manage the collecti
and storage of output data for a scenario or collection
scenarios. If output data are to be accessed and analy
by the output analysis agent, the database agent can qu
the database and either provide the user with the reques
data or report that it cannot be found and provide a list
scenarios that are present on the database.

5.4 View Agents

The jview package contains agents (beans) for conv
niently accessing and visualizing simulation data as well
simulation models. These agents work naturally togeth
because a user might want to search for models of particu
systems and, if the models are found, she might want
examine the results of some scenarios that have been r

5.4.1 Browsing Agents

These agents make it easy for users or other agents to ac
information in simulation databases or model repositorie
They are ideal when one is looking for available simulatio
results or possible models to run.

5.4.2 Analysis Agents

An analysis agent performs statistical computations for d
tailed output analysis and provides the results in text a
graphical form. A model agent will store intermediate re
sults (e.g., all batch means and variances for all monitor
variables) in a database for post-processing by an analy
agent. To a large extent, this agent is much like a statistic
analysis program. It must be able to handle much of th
requirements for estimation of the mean and quantiles f
i.i.d. data, and in addition it needs to implement some
the methods for estimation of the mean and quantiles f
stationary data. It is necessary that the results of output an
ysis be presented in graphical form so they can be display
locally and over the Web. Thus, the analysis agent must
able to produce various graphs, especially histograms,
charts, line graphs, scatterplots, and versions of these w
error bars.

Additionally, an analysis agent may be used on da
sets used to determine inputs to simulations. The statisti
methods normally applied to input data involves estimatin
parameters of candidate distributions and testing for goo
ness of fit for these distributions. Other methods need
for input data analysis include fitting of statistical model
and analysis of time series data. Since these techniq
overlap considerably with those needed for output analys
it makes sense to include these in the analysis agent.
5
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5.5 QDS Agent

A user may interact with with any of the following three
packagesjmodel , jrun or jview in order to design,
execute and view the results of simulation models. A QD
agent is an attempt to build an intelligent agent to autom
and make transparent the steps necessary to produce s
lation results. Users ask questions and the agent respond
the users query; hence the name Query Driven Simulat
(QDS) (Miller and Weyrich 1989). For more details abou
this agent see (Miller et al. 1999).

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The objective of the JSIM project is to provide a flexible
platform-independent, user-friendly environment for deve
oping and running simulation models on the Web. Th
paper has outlined the needs of the end-user who plan
use the Web-based simulation models as a decision anal
tool. The requirements for scenario development and out
analysis have been outlined and a design for the environm
that includes these requirements has been provided.

The JSIM project is currently implementing this design
JSIM is open source software that is freely available on t
Web and can be modified by anyone.

http://orion.cs.uga.edu:5080/∼jam/jsim

The authors invite anyone who is interested in pa
ticipating to contact them. Currently, prototype version
of jmodel , jquery , and jrun are available. Work is
ongoing onjview and jqds .
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